Feature selection is important in many big data applications. There are at least two critical challenges. Firstly, in many applications, the dimensionality is extremely high, in millions, and keeps growing. Secondly, feature selection has to be highly scalable, preferably in an online manner such that each feature can be processed in a sequential scan. In this paper, we develop SAOLA, a Scalable and Accurate OnLine Approach for feature selection. With a theoretical analysis on a low bound on the pairwise correlations between features in the currently selected feature subset, SAOLA employs novel online pairwise comparison techniques to address the two challenges and maintain a parsimonious model over time in an online manner. An empirical study using a series of benchmark real data sets shows that SAOLA is scalable on data sets of extremely high dimensionality, and has superior performance over the state-ofthe-art feature selection methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the era of big data, many novel applications, such as social media services, high resolution images, genomic data analysis, and document data analysis, consume data of extremely high dimensionality, in the order of millions. For example, the Web Spam Corpus 2011 [13] collected approximately sixteen million features (attributes) for web spam page detection, and the data set from KDD CUP 2010 about using educational data mining to accurately predict student performance includes more than twenty-nine million features. To handle millions of features, the scalability of feature selection methods becomes critical.
Moreover, in many applications, feature selection has to be conducted in an online manner. For example, in SINA Weibo, hot topics in Weibo keep changing daily. When a novel hot topic appears, it may come with a set of new keywords (or a set of features). And then some of the new keywords may serve as key features to identify the new hot topics. Another example is feature selection in bioinformatics, where acquiring the full set of features for every training instance is expensive because of the high cost in conducting wet lab experiments [14] . Accordingly in some real-world applications, it is impossible to wait for a complete set of features. Instead, it is important to conduct feature selection from the features available so far, and consume new features in an online manner as they become available.
Feature selection on high-dimensional data has been generally viewed as a problem of searching for a minimal subset of features that leads to the most accurate prediction model [4] , [7] , [12] , [15] . Two types of feature selection approaches were proposed in the literature, namely batch methods and online methods [2] , [10] , [14] , [16] .
A batch method has to access the entire feature set on the training data and performs a global search for the best feature at each round [2] . Accordingly, batch methods cannot be highly scalable for high dimensional data applications that require online feature selection.
Contrast to the batch methods, online (also known as streaming) feature selection is a relative new direction, such as the Fast-OSFS and alpha-investing algorithms [16] , [21] . Such a method assumes that features arrive one at a time, and maintains a best feature subset from the features seen so far by processing each feature upon its arrival. Although there is encouraging progress by the existing online feature selection methods, they still meet difficulty in computational cost when the dimensionality is in the scale of millions or more [16] .
In this paper, we tackle the challenges in online feature selection from extremely high dimensional data, and develop SAOLA, a Scalable and Accurate OnLine Approach for feature selection. More specifically, to process each new feature efficiently, we have a theoretical analysis to derive a low bound on pairwise correlations between features so that we can filter out redundant features. With this theoretical analysis, the SAOLA algorithm employs novel online pairwise comparisons to address the two challenges and maintain a parsimonious model over time in an online manner. An empirical study using a series of benchmark data sets illustrates that our method is scalable on data sets of extremely high dimensionality, and has superior performance over the state-of-the-art online feature selection methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the preliminaries and reviews related work. Section III proposes our SAOLA algorithm, and Section IV reports our experimental results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK
Given a set F of input features on a training data set, the problem of feature selection is to select a subset of relevant features from F without performance degradation of prediction models. The features in F can be categorized into three disjoint groups, namely, strongly relevant features, weak relevant features, and irrelevant features [5] .
Yu and Liu [18] further divided weakly relevant features into redundant and non-redundant features based on Markov blankets. [5] , [18] , such as the well-established mRMR (minimal-Redundancy-Maximal-Relevance) algorithm [9] and the FCBF (Fast Correlation-Based Filter) algorithm [18] . Recently, Brown et al. [2] unified almost two decades of research on heuristic scoring criteria for information theoretic feature selection into a new framework using an optimization of the conditional likelihood as a novel interpretation of information theoretic feature selection. Zhao et al. [20] proposed a novel framework to consolidate different criteria to handle feature redundancies. To tackle a huge number of features, Tan et al. [11] proposed the FGM (Feature Generating Machine) algorithm, and Zhai et al. [19] further presented the efficient GDM (Group Discovery Machine) algorithm that outperforms the FGM algorithm.
Since the batch methods have to access all features before feature selection starts, they cannot be easily scalable for high dimensional data analytics that calls for online feature selection.
Contrast to the batch methods, recently, Wang et al. [14] proposed an online feature selection method, OFS, which assumes data instances are sequentially presented, and performs feature selection upon each data instance's arrival. Different from OFS, Zhou et al. [21] presented Alpha-investing which sequentially considers new features as the addition to a predictive model by modeling the candidate feature set as a dynamically generated stream. However, Alpha-investing requires the prior information of the original feature set and never evaluates the redundancy among the selected features as time goes. To tackle the drawbacks, Wu et al. [16] presented the OSFS (Online Streaming Feature Selection) algorithm and its faster version, the Fast-OSFS algorithm. However, facing the scalability and online processing challenges in big data analytics, the computational cost inherent in those three algorithms may still be prohibitive when the dimensionality is extremely high in the scale of millions or more. Accordingly, those challenges motivate us to develop a scalable and online processing method to deal with data with extremely high dimensionality.
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. Problem Definition
Given a training data set
where N is the number of data instances, each data instance d i is a multidimensional vector that contains P features, and C is the class attribute that has K distinct class labels, c i ∈ {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c K }.
We also denote D by D = {(F i , C), 1 ≤ i ≤ P }, which is a sequence of features that is presented in a sequential order, where F i = {f 1 , f 2 , ..., f N } T denotes the i th feature containing N data instances, and C includes N class label instances.
If D can be processed in a sequential scan, that is, one dimension at a time, we can process high dimensional data not only with limited memory, but also without requiring its complete set of features available. The challenge is that, as we process one dimension at a time, at any time t i , how to online maintain a minimum feature subset S ti of maximizing its predictive performance for classification. Assuming S ⊆ F is the feature set containing all features available till time t i−1 and F i is a new coming feature at time t i , our problem can be formulated as follows:
We can further decompose it into the following key steps:
• Determine the relevance of F i to C. Firstly, we determine whether Eq.(2) holds or not.
If so, F i is discarded as an irrelevant feature. If not, secondly, we further evaluate whether F i carries additional predictive information to C given the selected feature set S ti−1 at t i−1 , that is, whether Eq.(3) holds. If Eq.(3) holds, F i will be discarded.
• Calculate S ti with F i s inclusion. Once F i is added to S ti−1 , at time t i , S ti ={S ti−1 , F i }, we then solve Eq.(4) to prune S ti to satisfy Eq.(1).
Accordingly, solving Eq.(1) is decomposed to how to sequentially solve Eq.(2) to Eq.(4) at each time point. Essentially, Eq.(3) and Eq.(4) deal with the problem of feature redundancy. We can apply Definition 2 in Section 2 to solve Eq.(3) and Eq.(4). However, it is computationally expensive to use Definition 2 when the number of features within S ti−1 is large. To evaluate whether F i is redundant with respect to S ti−1 using the standard Markov blanket filtering criterion (Definitions 1 and 2), it is necessary to check all the subsets of S ti−1 (the total number of subsets is 2 |S t i−1 | ) to determine which subset subsumes the predictive information that F i has about C. If such a subset is found, F i becomes redundant and is removed. When handling a larger number of features, it is computationally prohibitive to check all the subsets of S ti−1 .
Methods such as greedy search are a natural fit for this problem setting. In [16] , a k-greedy search strategy is adopted to evaluate redundant features. It checks all subsets of size less than or equal to ι (1 ≤ ι ≤ |S ti−1 |), where ι is a userdefined parameter. However, when the size of S ti−1 is large, it is still computationally prohibitive to evaluate the subsets of size up to ι. Moreover, selecting a proper value of ι is difficult. Therefore, those challenges motivate us to develop a scalable and online processing method to solve Eq. In this section, to cope with computational complexity, we propose pairwise comparisons to online calculate the correlations between features, instead of computing the correlation between features conditioned on all the feature subsets. For pairwise comparisons, we employ the measure of mutual information to calculate correlations between features. Given two variables Y and Z, the mutual information between Y and Z is defined as follows.
The entropy of a feature Y is defined as
And the entropy of Y after observing values of another variable Z is defined as
where P (y i ) is the prior probability of value y i of variable Y , and P (y i |z i ) is the posterior probability of y i given the value z i of variable Z.
With mutual information as a correlation measure between features, we propose solutions to Eq.(2), Eq.(3), and Eq.(4) as follows.
1) The Solution to Eq.(2): Assuming S ti−1 is the selected feature subset at time t i−1 , and at time t i , a new feature F i comes, to solve Eq.(2), given a relevance threshold δ 1 , if I(F i , C) > δ 1 (0 ≤ δ 1 ≤ 1), F i is said to be a relevant feature to C; otherwise, F i is discarded as an irrelevant feature and will never be considered again.
2) The Solution to Eq.(3): If F i is a relevant feature, at time t i , how can we determine whether F i should be kept given S ti−1 , that is, whether I(C; F i |S ti−1 ) = 0? If ∃Y ∈ S ti−1 such that I(F i ; C|Y ) = 0, it testifies that adding F i alone to S ti−1 does not increase the predictive capability of S ti−1 . With this observation, we solve Eq.(3) with the following lemmas.
Lemma 1 With the current feature subset S ti−1 at time t i−1 and a new feature
Proof. Making use of the identity,
, we get Eq.(8) as follows.
With Eq.(8), if I(F i ; C|Y ) = 0 holds, we get the following,
Using Eq.(9), we get the following bound of I(F i ; Y ).
Lemma 1 proposes a correlation bound between features to testify whether a new feature can increase the predictive capability of the current feature subset. Meanwhile, if I(F i ; C|Y ) = 0 holds, Lemma 2 answers what the relationship between I(Y ; C) and I(F i ; C) is.
Proof. Considering the following identity,
With the following relationship and Eq.(9),
we get the following,
Accordingly, the following holds.
Theorem 1 With the current feature subset S ti−1 at time t i−1 and a new feature F i at time t i , ∃Y ∈ S ti−1 , if I(F i ; C|Y ) = 0 holds, then the following is achieved.
Proof. With Lemmas 1 and 2, Theorem 1 is proved.2
With Theorem 1, we deal with Eq.(3) as follows. With a new feature F i at time t i , ∃Y ∈ S ti−1 , if Eq.(12) holds, then F i is discarded; otherwise, F i is added to S ti−1 .
3) The Solution to Eq.(4): Once F i is added to S * ti−1 at time t i , we will checking which features within S * ti−1 can be removed due to the new inclusion of
At the same time, if I(C; Y |F i ) = 0, similar to Eq.(11), we can get,
With the above analysis and Eq.(13), we get the following,
Accordingly, the solution to Eq.(4) is as follows. With the feature subset S ti at time t i , and F i ∈ S ti , if ∃Y ∈ S ti such that Eq.(14) holds, then Y is removed.
Algorithm 1: The SAOLA Algorithm
Data: F i : predictive features; C : the class attribute; δ 1 : a relevance threshold (0 ≤ δ 1 ≤ 1); δ 2 : a correlation bound of I(F i ; Y ); S ti−1 : the selected feature set at time t i−1 ; S * ti : the selected feature set at time t i 1 repeat 2 Get a new feature F i at time t i ;
Discard F i , and go to Step 18;
Discard F i , go to Step 18;
C. The SAOLA Algorithm
Using Theorem 1 and Eq. (14), we propose the SAOLA algorithm in detail, as shown in Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, δ 2 is the correlation bound of I(F i ; Y ). According to Eq.(12) and Eq. (14), δ 2 = min(I(F i ; C), I(Y ; C)). The SAOLA algorithm is implemented as follows. At time t i , as a new feature F i arrives, if I(F i , C) < δ 1 holds at Step 4, then F i is discarded as an irrelevant feature and SAOLA waits for a next coming feature; if not, at Step 9, SAOLA evaluates whether F i should be kept given the current feature set S * ti−1 . If ∃Y ∈ S ti−1 such that Eq.(12) holds, we discard F i and never consider it again.
Once F i is added to S * ti−1 at time t i , S * ti−1 will be checked whether some features within S * ti−1 can be removed due to
To reduce computational cost, the SAOLA algorithm proposes a set of pairwise comparisons between individual features instead of conditioning on a set of features, as the selection criterion for choosing features. This is essentially the idea behind the well-established batch feature selection algorithms, such as mRMR and FCBF [9] , [18] . Although FCBF proposed a concept of approximate Markov blankets to calculate the correlation between features with pairwise comparisons, it does not give a theoretical analysis on why an approximate Markov blanket works well for feature selection.
The major computation in SAOLA is the computation of the correlations between features (Steps 4 and 9 in Algorithm 1). At time t i , assuming the total number of features is up to P and |S * ti | is the number of the currently selected feature set, the time complexity of the algorithm is O(P |S * ti |). Accordingly, the time complexity of SAOLA is determined by the number of features within |S * ti |. But the strategy of online pairwise comparisons guarantees the scalability of SAOLA, even when the size of |S * ti | is large. Comparing to Fast-OSFS, SAOLA employs a k-greedy search strategy to filter out redundant features by checking feature subsets for each feature in S * ti . At time t i , the best time
| denotes all subsets of size less than or equal to ι (1 ≤ ι ≤ |S ti−1 |) for checking. With respect to Alpha-investing, at time t i , the time complexity of Alpha-investing is O(P |S * ti | 2 ). Since Alpha-investing only considers adding new features but never evaluates the redundancy of selected features, the feature set S * ti always has a large size. Thus, when the size of candidate features is extremely high and the size of |S * ti | becomes large, Alpha-investing and Fast-OSFS both become computationally intensive or even prohibitive. Moreover, how to select a suitable value of ι for Fast-OSFS in advance is a hard problem, since different data sets may require different ι to search for a best feature subset.
Finally, for data with discrete values, we use the measure of mutual information, while for data with discrete values, we adopt the best known measure of the Fisher's Z-test [8] to calculate correlations between features. In a Gaussian distribution, Normal(μ, Σ), the population partial correlation p (XY |S) between feature X and feature Y given a feature subset S is calculated as follows.
In the Fisher's Z-test, under the null hypothesis of the conditional independence between X and Y given S that p (XY |S) = 0. With the Fisher's Z-test, assuming α is a given significance level and ρ is the p-value returned by the Fisher's Z-test, under the null hypothesis of the conditional independence between X and Y , X and Y are uncorrelated to each other, if ρ > α; otherwise, X and Y are correlated to each other, if ρ ≤ α. Accordingly, at time t, a new feature F i correlated to C is discarded given
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
A. Experiment Setup
We use fourteen benchmark data sets as our test beds, including ten high-dimensional data sets [1] , [17] and four extremely high-dimensional data sets, as shown in Table I . The first ten high-dimensional data sets include two biomedical data sets (hiva and breast-cancer), three NIPS 2003 feature selection challenge data sets (dexter, madelon, and dorothea), and two public microarray data sets (lung-cancer and leukemia), two massive high-dimensional text categorization data sets (ohsumed and apcj-etiology), and the thrombin data set that is chosen from KDD Cup 2001. The last four data sets with extremely high dimensionality are available at the Libsvm data set website 1 .
In the first ten high-dimensional data sets, we use the originally provided training and validation sets for the three NIPS 2003 challenge data sets and the hiva data set, and for the remaining six data sets, we adopt 2/3 instances for training and the remaining 1/3 instances for testing. In the news20 data set, we use the first 9996 data instances for training and the rest for testing while in the url1 data set, we use the first day data set (url1) for training and the second day data set (url2) for testing. In the kdd2010 and webspam data sets, we randomly select 20000 data instances for training, and 100,000 and 78,000 data instances for testing, respectively. Our comparative study compares the SAOLA algorithm with the following algorithms:
• Three state-of-the-art online feature selection methods: Fast-OSFS [16] , Alpha-investing [21] , and OFS [14] . Fast-OSFS and Alpha-investing assume features on training data arrive one by one at a time while OFS assumes data examples come one by one;
• Three batch methods: one well-established algorithm of FCBF [18] , and two state-of-the-art algorithms, SPSF-LAR [20] and GDM [19] . We use two classifiers, KNN and J48 provided in the Spider Toolbox 2 to evaluate a selected feature subset in the experiments. All experiments were conducted on a computer with Interl(R) i7-2600, 3.4GHz CPU, and 24GB memory. In the remaining sections, the parameter δ 1 for SAOLA is set to 0 for discrete data while the significance level α for SAOLA is set to 0.01 for the Fisher's Z-test for continuous data.
B. Comparison of SAOLA with Three Online Algorithms 1) Comparison of SAOLA with Fast-OSFS and Alphainvesting: Since Fast-OSFS and Alpha-investing can only deal with the first ten high-dimensional data sets in Table I due to high computational cost, in this section we compare them with SAOLA in terms of prediction accuracy, size of selected feature subsets, and running time on the first ten highdimensional data sets. The significance level is set to 0.01 for Fast-OSFS, and for Alpha-investing, the parameters are set to the values used in [21] .
Tables II and III summarize the prediction accuracies of SAOLA against Fast-OSFS and Alpha-investing using the KNN and J48 classifiers. We conduct paired t-tests at a 95% significance level and summarize the win/tie/lose (w/t/l 2 http://people.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/spider/ for short) counts of SAOLA against Fast-OSFS and Alphainvesting in the last rows of Tables II and III . The highest prediction accuracy is highlighted in bold face. Table IV gives the number of selected features of SAOLA, Fast-OSFS, and Alpha-investing. We have the following observations.
(1) SAOLA vs. Fast-OSFS. With the counts of win/tie/loss (w/t/l) in Table II , we observe that SAOLA is very competitive with Fast-OSFS. In Table III , we can see that SAOLA is superior to Fast-OSFS. Fast-OSFS selects fewer features than SAOLA on all data sets as shown in Table IV . The explanation is that Fast-OSFS employs a k-greedy search strategy to filter out redundant features by checking all feature subsets for each feature in the current feature set while SAOLA only uses pairwise comparisons. But this strategy makes Fast-OSFS very expensive in computation and even prohibitive on some data sets, such as apcj-etiology and thrombin as shown in Table V , as the size of the current feature set is large at each time point.
(2) SAOLA vs. Alpha-investing. With Tables II and III, we can see that SAOLA outperforms Alpha-investing on most data sets using the KNN and J48 classifiers. Alpha-investing selects many more features than SAOLA on the last four data sets in Table IV , since Alpha-investing only considers to add new features but never evaluates the redundancy of selected features. An exception is that Alpha-investing only selects one feature on the dexter data set. A possible explanation is that the dexter data set is a very sparse real-valued data set. Furthermore, Alpha-investing is less efficient than SAOLA as shown in Table V. To validate whether SAOLA, Fast-OSFS, and Alphainvesting have no significant difference in prediction accuracy, with the Friedman test at 95% significance level [3] , under the null-hypothesis, which states that the performance of SAOLA and that of Fast-OSFS and Alpha-investing have no significant difference, for the KNN classifier, the average ranks calculated from the Friedman test for SAOLA, Fast-OSFS, and Alpha- Dataset  SAOLA  Fast-OSFS  Alpha-investing  dexter  21  9  1  lung-cancer  35  6  7  hiva  12  5  48  breast-cancer  46  7  2  leukemia  17  5  2  madelon  3  3  4  ohsumed  65  11  297  apcj-etiology  75  67  634  dorothea  63  5  113  thrombin  20  9  60 investing are 2.45, 1.85, and 1.70 (the higher the average rank, the better the performance) in Table III , respectively. Meanwhile, with respect to J48, the average ranks for SAOLA, Fast-OSFS, and Alpha-investing are 2.25, 2.30, and 1.45 in Table II (how to calculate the average ranks, please see [3] ), respectively.
NUMBER OF SELECTED FEATURES
In summary, in prediction accuracy, SAOLA is very competitive, or even better than Fast-OSFS, and is superior to Alpha-investing. Furthermore, Fast-OSFS and Alpha-investing cannot deal with extremely high-dimensional data sets due to computational cost while SAOLA is accurate and scalable. 2) Comparison of SAOLA with OFS: The OFS algorithm is a recently proposed online feature selection method. Since OFS uses a user-defined parameter k to control the size of the final selected feature subset, we set the parameter for the number of selected features as follows: (1) OFS1, selecting the same number of features as the SAOLA algorithm; (2) OFS2, setting the user-defined parameter k, i.e., the number of selected features to the top 5, 10, 15 ,..., 100 features, then selecting the feature set with the highest prediction accuracy as the reporting result. [3] ). With the Nemenyi test, the critical difference is up to 0.8275. Thus, with the critical difference and the average ranks calculated above, the performance of SAOLA and that of OSF2 have no significant difference, but SAOLA is significantly better than OSF1. For KNN, the null-hypothesis cannot be rejected, and the average ranks for SAOLA, OSF1, and OFS2 are 2.2143, 1.7500, 2.0357, respectively. Accordingly, for the KNN classifier, SAOLA, OSF1, and OFS2 have no significant difference in prediction accuracy. Table VIII gives the running time of SAOLA, OSF1, and OSF2. For OFS2, we record the running time of the feature subset with the highest accuracy as its running time. In Table  III , we only give the running time of eight data sets, since on the the remaining six data sets, the running time of SAOLA, OSF1, and OFS2 is no more than five seconds. SAOLA is faster than both OSF1 and OSF2, except for the dorothea and thrombin data sets. The dorothea and thrombin data sets only include 800 samples and 2000 samples, respectively. When the number of data samples becomes large and the number of features of training data is increased to millions, OFS1 and OFS2 become very costly, and SAOLA is still scalable and efficient. The explanation is that the time complexity of SAOLA is determined by the number of features within the currently selected feature set, and the strategy of online pairwise comparisons makes SAOLA very scalable, even when the size of the current feature set is large. Moreover, setting a desirable size of a feature set selected by OFS2 in advance is a non-trivial task. Figure 1 shows the number of selected features in SAOLA and OSF2. OSF1 is set to select the same features as SAOLA. Thus we do not plot OSF1 in Figure 1 . We can see that SAOLA selects fewer features than OSF2 on all data sets except for breast-cancer, ohsumed, acpj, news20, and kdd10. C. Comparison with Three Batch Methods 1) Comparison with FCBF and SPSF-LAR: Since FCBF and SPSF-LAR can only deal with the first ten highdimensional data sets in Table I , in this section we compare them with our proposed algorithm in terms of prediction accuracy, size of selected feature subsets, and running time. The information threshold for FCBF is set to 0. We set the userdefined parameter k, i.e., the number of selected features to the top 5, 10, 15 ,..., 65 features for the SPSF-LAR algorithm, and choose the feature subsets of the highest prediction accuracy.
Tables IX and X report the prediction accuracies of SAOLA against FCBF and SPSF-LAR. With the counts of win/tie/loss (w/t/l) in the last rows of Tables IX and X, we can see that even without requiring the entire feature set on a training data set in advance, SAOLA is still very competitive with both FCBF and SPSF-LAR in prediction accuracy.
To further validate whether the performance of SAOLA is comparable to that of FCBF and SPSF-LAR in prediction accuracy, we use the Friedman test at 95% significance level. For the KNN classifier, the average ranks calculated from the Friedman test for SAOLA, Fast-OSFS, and SPSF-LAR are 2.10, 1.85, and 2.05, respectively. For J48, the average ranks for SAOLA, FCBF and SPSF-LAR are 1.85, 2.15, and 2.00, respectively. Thus, with the Friedman test at 95% significance level, on both KNN and J48, SAOLA, FCBF and SPSF-LAR have no significant difference in prediction accuracy. Accordingly, we conclude that the performance of SAOLA is comparable to that of FCBF and SPSF-LAR.
As for the number of selected features, SPSF-LAR selects the feature set with the highest prediction accuracy from 5, 10, 15 ,..., 65 features, and then we record the running time of this feature set as the running time of SPSF-LAR. In Figure  2 , FCBF selects the most features among SAOLA, FCBF and SPSF-LAR while SAOLA and SPSF-LAR are similar to each other. For the running time as shown in Figure 3 , SAOLA is the fastest algorithm among SAOLA, FCBF and SPSF-LAR while SPSF-LAR is the slowest.
2) Comparison with the GDM Algorithm: In this section, we select the GDM algorithm [19] which is one of the most recent batch feature selection methods in dealing with very large dimensionality. GDM uses a user-defined parameter to control the size of the final selected feature subset. We set the selected feature subset sizes to the top 10, 20, 30, ..., 260 features for the GDM algorithm, report the running time of the feature subset with the highest accuracy as the running time of GDM, and choose the highest prediction accuracies achieved among those selected feature subsets. Table XI reports the prediction accuracies of SAOLA and GDM. We can see that our algorithm is very competitive with GDM on both J48 and KNN. With the Friedman test on prediction accuracy at 95% significance level, for both KNN and J48, we observe the same average ranks for SAOLA and GDM, 1.3929 and 1.6071, respectively. With the Friedman test at 95% significance level, both Knn and J48 do not have significant difference in prediction accuracy using the feature sets selected by SAOLA and GDM. Since GDM is implemented in C++, we developed a C++ version of SAOLA for the comparison with GDM, in addition to its Matlab version. In Figure 4 , we only give the last four data sets with extremely high dimensionality in Table I , since on the the first ten data sets, the running time of both SAOLA and GDM is no more than ten seconds. We can see that both GDM and SAOLA are very efficient to handle extremely highdimensional data sets. Except for the news20 data set, SAOLA is a little faster than GDM. On the sparse data sets, SAOLA is faster than GDM, while on the dense data sets, such as the news20 data set, GDM is faster than SAOLA. Finally, Figure 5 reports the number of selected features of SAOLA comparing to GDM. Except for the breast-cancer data set, SAOLA selects fewer features than GDM to achieve the very competitive prediction accuracy with GDM.
In summary, our SAOLA algorithm is a scalable and accurate online approach. This validates that without requiring a complete set of features on a training data set before feature (14), in this section, we conduct an empirical study by setting δ 2 = max(I(F i ; C), I(Y ; C)) in Algorithm 1, and derive a variant of the SAOLA algorithm, called the SAOLA-max algorithm. In the experiments, SAOLA-max uses the same parameters as SAOLA. Table XII shows the prediction accuracies of SAOLA and SAOLA-max. With the summary of the win/tie/lose (w/t/l) counts in Table XII (paired t-tests at 95% significance level), we can see that SAOLA is very competitive with SAOLAmax in prediction accuracy. With the Friedman test at 95% significance level, under the null-hypothesis, which states that the performance of SAOLA and that of SAOLA-max have no difference, for the KNN classifier, the null-hypothesis cannot be rejected. The average ranks calculated from the Friedman test for SAOLA and SAOLA-max are 1.4643 and 1.5357, respectively. Meanwhile, with respect to J48, the average ranks for SAOLA and SAOLA-max are 1.4286 and 1.5714, respectively. The Friedman test testifies that SAOLA and SAOLA-max have no significant difference in prediction accuracy, although SAOLA-max gets the higher average ranks. However, on the running time, Table XIII shows that SAOLA is much more efficient than SAOLA-max on all data sets, especially on those of extremely high dimensionality. In Table XIII , we can also see that SAOLA selects fewer features than SAOLA-max. The explanation is that SAOLA-max uses a bigger relevance threshold (δ 2 = max(I(X; C), I(Y ; C)) for removing redundant features than SAOLA (δ 2 = min(I(X; C), I(Y ; C)). Clearly, the larger the relevance threshold δ 2 , more features are added to the current feature set (see Steps 9 and 13 of Algorithm 1).
Compared to SAOLA-max, we can conclude that it is accurate and scalable to use the correlation bound, δ 2 = min(I(X; C), I(Y ; C) in the SAOLA algorithm, for pairwise comparisons to filter out redundant features. 2) The Effect of Input Order of Features: Since the dimensions are presented in a sequential scan, does the input order of the features have an impact on the quality of the selected feature set? To evaluate the effect on the SAOLA algorithm, we generate a number of trials in which each trial represents a random ordering of the features in the input feature set. We apply the SAOLA algorithm to each randomized trial and report the results in Figures 6 to 7, where the xaxis represents the randomized trials and the y-axis represents prediction accuracies of the corresponding trials. On the last eight very high-dimensional data sets, the results in Figures 6 to 7 confirm that varying the order of the incoming features does not affect much the final outcomes. Our explanation is that with various feature orders, Steps 9 and 13 of Algorithm 1 can select the feature with the highest correlation with the class attribute among a set of correlated features and remove the corresponding correlated features of this feature.
The only difference is that in some feature orders, the final feature subset may include some weakly relevant features. For example, assuming at time t, F i arrives and has only one feature Y that satisfies Eq.(12) in the input features, and Y arrived before F i and has stayed in the currently selected feature set S * ti−1 . Then F i can be removed at time t given Y . But if F i arrives before Y , and Y is removed before F i 's arrival, F i cannot be removed later and may be kept in the final feature set. This also explains why there is a little fluctuation of prediction accuracy in each input order of features in Figures  6 and 7 .
3) The Effect of Relevance Thresholds: The SAOLA algorithm has two versions: SAOLA with information gain for discrete data and SAOLA with the Fisher's Z-test for continuous data. For both versions, SAOLA needs to set a relevance threshold (δ 1 in Algorithm 1) in advance to determine whether two features are relevant. For discrete data, we set 11 different relevance thresholds for SAOLA on the dorothea and thrombin data sets. From Figure 8 , we can see that in the term of prediction accuracy, the relevance thresholds do not have an significant impact on the SAOLA algorithm.
For the Fisher's Z-test, the relevance threshold is the significance level, α, and is always set to 0.01 or 0.05. Table XIV shows the results of SAOLA under the different significance levels. It is clear that a significant level does not impose a significant impact on the SAOLA algorithm either.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented the SAOLA algorithm, a scalable and accurate online approach to tackle feature selection with extremely high dimensionality in a sequential scan. We conducted a theoretical analysis and derived a low bound of correlations between features for pairwise comparisons, and then proposed a set of online pairwise comparisons to maintain a parsimonious model over time in an online manner.
Using a series of benchmark real data sets, we compared the SAOLA algorithm with three state-of-the-art online feature selection methods and three batch feature selection algorithms. Our empirical study demonstrated that SAOLA is scalable on data sets of extremely high dimensionality, has superior performance over the three state-of-the-art online feature selection methods, and is very competitive with the three state-of-the-art batch feature selection methods in accuracy, while much faster in running time.
